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Abstract 
Engaging all students in books and helping them develop the habit of reading is an important goal of 
every school librarian. In 2007 the National Endowments for the Arts compiled data in the report To Read 
or Not To Read that showed there was a decline in the frequency of leisure reading in students between 
the ages of nine and thirteen (NEA, 2007). The investigations in this study are in response to the findings 
of the National Endowments of the Arts (2007) report. In this study three research questions were 
investigated: (a) the differences in participating reluctant readers' total scores in the Elementary Reading 
Attitude Survey (ERAS) (McKenna and Kerr, 1990) after school librarian intervention compared to their 
scores before the intervention; (b) the differences in participating reluctant readers' individual item scores 
in the ERAS after school librarian intervention, compared to their scores before the intervention; (c) in 
what ways might the characteristics of the participating reluctant readers' interests and perceptions 
indicated in the informal interviews have been influenced by the school librarian's intervention? The 
students completed the Elementary Reading Attitude Survey before and after the intervention and the 
researcher met informally with each student every other day to discuss with them about their reading 
experience. 
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Engaging all students in books and helping them develop the habit of reading is an 
important goal of every school librarian. In 2007 the National Endowments for the Arts 
compiled data in the report To Read or Not To Read that showed there was a decline in the 
frequency of leisure reading in students between the ages of nine and thirteen (NEA, 2007). The 
investigations in this study are in response to the findings of the National Endowments of the 
Arts (2007) report. 
In this study three research questions were investigated: (a) the differences in 
participating reluctant readers' total scores in the Elementary Reading Attitude Survey (ERAS) 
(McKenna and Kerr, 1990) after school librarian intervention compared to their scores before the 
intervention; (b) the differences in participating reluctant readers' individual item scores in the 
ERAS after school librarian intervention, compared to their scores before the intervention; (c) in 
what ways might the characteristics of the participating reluctant readers' interests and 
perceptions indicated in the informal interviews have been influenced by the school librarian's 
intervention? The students completed the Elementary Reading Attitude Survey before and after 
the intervention and the researcher met informally with each student every other day to discuss 
with them about their reading experience. 
The survey revealed how students felt about reading overall by asking questions about 
their attitude in several different situations in the academic setting or on their own. The results 
showed that four out of the five students whose attitude improved about reading during their free 
time also showed an improvement in overall attitude about reading. The student who showed a 
decrease in attitude about spending free time reading also showed a decrease in his overall score. 
The researcher concludes that when a student is given assistance in selecting books that meet 
their interests, a student's overall attitude about reading also improves. 
Initially the students were concerned about the size of print, parent expectations about his 
reading selections, and teacher advice about the number of books to be reading at the same time. 
These expectations did not change but the attitude of the readers still improved overall. Since 
not all of the students whose attitude improved read a book selected by the school librarian, the 
researcher proposes the students' attitudes may have improved because of the interest the school 
librarian showed in the student as a reader. 
Improving the reluctant reader's attitudes about reading is possible with the intervention 
of the school librarian. In this study an intervention by the school librarian to assist fourth grade 
students with book selection and engage in book discussions with the school librarian improved 
students' attitudes about reading overall. 
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION 
I have sometimes dreamt, at least, that when the Day of Judgment dawns and the great 
conquerors and lawyers and statesmen come to receive their rewards- their crowns, 
their laurels, their names carved indelibly upon imperishable marble-the Almighty will 
turn to Peter and will say, not without a certain envy when he sees us coming with our 
books under our arms, "Look, these need no reward. We have nothing to give them here. 
They have loved reading." 
- Virginia Woolf, "How Should One Read a Book?" 
Problem Statement 
Engaging all students in books and helping them develop the habit of reading is an 
important goal of every school librarian. School librarians purchase appealing books, present 
interesting book talks, and perform exciting story times in an attempt to ignite a passion for 
reading in their students. A challenge for the school librarian is the reluctant reader. Reluctant 
readers are those who have the ability to read but are not reading frequently (Khaiyali, 2014). In 
2007 the National Endowments for the Arts compiled data in the report To Read or Not To Read, 
that showed there was a decline in the frequency of leisure reading in students between the ages 
of nine and thirteen (NEA, 2007). Investigating why these students are reluctant to read may 
provide insight into how a school librarian can engage them as readers. 
The habit of reading is important for many reasons. The Nations' Report Card (Lutkus, 
2006) explained the correlation between voluntary reading and higher test scores for 9-, 13-, and 
17-year-olds over three decades. It states: 
At all three ages, students who indicated that they read for fun almost every day had 
higher average reading scores in 2004 than those who said that they never or hardly ever 
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read for fun. Students' at all three age levels who said that they read for fun once or twice 
a week had higher average scores than those who never or hardly ever read for fun. (p. 28) 
The importance of reading is also emphasized by the data compiled in To Read or Not To 
Read (NEA, 2007) "Americans are spending less time reading, reading comprehension skills are 
eroding, and these declines have serious civic, social, cultural, and economic implications" (p. 
7). The implications of this NEA report are articulated as follows: 
Employers now rank reading and writing as top deficiencies in new hires, good readers 
generally have more financially rewarding jobs, less advanced readers report fewer 
opportunities for career growth, good readers play a crucial role in enriching our cultural 
and civic life, and good readers make good citizens. (pp. 16-17). 
The Common Core Standards (National Governor's Association, 2010) reiterate the 
importance of reading for a student's future success. The purpose of the Common Core 
Standards is "to provide a clear and consistent framework for educators to prepare our children 
for college and the workforce" (About the standards section, para. 1 ). The Common Core reading 
anchor standards assert that students need to read a wide variety of texts to prepare for college 
and career readiness. Further, the standards assert that students should read within all content 
areas so that they will "acquire the habits of reading independently and closely, which are 
essential to their future success" (English Language Arts Standards; Notes on range and content 
of reading section, para. 1 ). 
The importance of reading for maintaining literacy skills and the implications for people 
who chose to read were studied by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 
Development (OECD, 2011). The report found that reading for pleasure at the age of 15 is a 
strong indicator of social mobility. Students who choose to read on their own demonstrate an 
intrinsic desire to engage in stories, texts, and learning. Reading for pleasure reveals a 
predisposition for lifelong learning. Therefore it is not only important that students read because 
they are required to for assignments, but that they choose to read for the joy of it. What is yet to 
be understood is why some capable readers aren't interested in reading and what school 
librarians can do to motivate them to become readers. 
Purpose Statement 
There has been a decrease in the amount of time students between the ages of nine and 
thirteen spend reading for pleasure (NEA, 2007). Students who choose to read on their own 
demonstrate an intrinsic desire to engage in stories, texts, and learning. The purpose of this 
study is to investigate why some fourth grade students are reluctant to read and what actions 
school librarians can take to foster the enthusiasm for reading in those students. 
Research Questions 
1. What are the differences in participating reluctant readers' total scores in the 
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Elementary Reading Attitude Survey after school librarian intervention compared to their 
scores before the intervention? 
2. What are the differences in a participating reluctant reader's individual item 
scores in the Elementary Reading Attitude Survey after school librarian intervention, 
compared to one's scores before the intervention? 
3. In what ways might the characteristics of the participating reluctant reader's 
interests and perceptions indicated in the informal interviews have been influenced by the 
school librarian's intervention? 
Assumptions 
There are two assumptions in this research study. First, students will be forthcoming 
about the reasons they are reluctant to read. Second, students will be perceptive enough about 
themselves as readers to be able to articulate the reasons they are reluctant. 
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Limitations 
This study will be limited to fourth graders in one suburban elementary school in 
Northeastern Iowa. I have been the school librarian at this school for eight years and have taught 
these students since kindergarten. This has allowed me to develop relationships with them and 
their families. While it is advantageous that I have seen them grow as students, our familiarity 




The purpose of this study is to investigate why fourth grade students are reluctant to read 
and what actions school librarians can take to foster their enthusiasm in reading. Research 
relevant to this study examined the benefits of reading, reading motivation, and readers advisory. 
Benefits of Reading 
Studies have shown that the more a student reads, the better reader the student will 
become. In The Power of Reading: Insights from the Research, Krashen (2004) provided 
evidence from several studies that showed students who read more frequently have better 
comprehension skills and vocabulary development than those who read very little (p. 17). 
Students who spend their leisure time reading are better readers. Anderson, Wilson, and 
Fielding (1988) examined children's out-of-school activities, focusing on free reading and its 
relationship to reading achievement. The subjects were 155 fifth-grade students, 52 from a 
village school and 103 from a school in a middle-class area of a small city (p. 287). Both 
communities were in east central Illinois; 85 boys and 70 girls participated in the study. A small 
percentage of the students lived in households with blue-collar or low-income situations; and a 
small percentage of students were from racial or ethnic minorities. For a period of 8 to 26 
weeks, students were asked to record their out-of-school activities and the amount of minutes 
spent in these activities. Three reading tests were given to the students to test reading 
proficiency: the reading comprehension test from the Metropolitan Achievement Tests, a 
checklist vocabulary measure, and a measure of reading speed. The study concluded that the 
amount of time a child spends reading is directly related to the child's gains in reading 
comprehension. 
Shin (2001) examined the impact of a six-week self-selected reading experience on 
reading comprehension and vocabulary. The subjects were 200 sixth graders who attended 
summer school for low reading proficiency. Students attended class four hours per day. During 
this time, approximately two hours were spent doing self-selected reading, including 25 minutes 
in the school library. The district spent $25 per student on popular paperbacks and magazines; 
most books were purchased from the Goosebumps series. About 45 minutes per day was spent 
reading and discussing novels such as Wilson Rawl's Where the Red Fem Grows and Scott 
O'Dell's The Island of the Blue Dolphins. In the six-week program students gained 
approximately five months on the Altos Test of Reading Comprehension and Vocabulary. On 
the Nelson-Denny Reading Comprehension Test the students grew the equivalent of over one 
year. 
Reading also benefits vocabulary skills. In The Clockwork Orange Study, Saragi, 
Nation, and Meister ( 1978) demonstrated how vocabulary increases through reading. Adult 
readers, who spoke English, were asked to read A Clockwork Orange by Anthony Burgess. The 
novel contains 241 nasdat terms, a contrived language that incorporates elements of Russian and 
Cockney English words that few readers knew before reading this book. Each slang word is 
repeated an average of 15 times. The readers were told that after reading the book they would be 
given a reading comprehension test and a literacy criticism test. They were not told to learn or 
remember the slang terms. A few days later, the readers were given a multiple-choice test 
covering 90 of the slang words. Scores ranged from 50 percent to 96 percent with an average of 
76 percent. Readers learned at least 45 words simply by comprehending the context of a novel. 
The study concluded that new vocabulary can be gained by exposure to words in a novel. 
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A review of the literature provides evidence that providing time for students to read 
improves their comprehension and vocabulary skills. These are motivating reasons for parents 
and teachers to give students time to read and access to books, but it does not explain what 
motivates the student to read. 
Reading Motivation 
To enjoy the benefits of reading a student must have access to books, time to read, and 
motivation to do so. Academic intrinsic motivation focuses on school learning (Gottfried, 
Fleming, and Gottfried, 2001). Gottfried et al (2001) investigated the continuity of academic 
intrinsic motivation in a longitudinal study from middle elementary through high school. 
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The study consisted of 130 term babies of normal weight and health. The children's 
development in areas such as cognitive, social, behavioral, and academic development was 
examined at the ages of 9, 10, 13, 16, and 17 at the university laboratory. Their academic 
intrinsic motivation was assessed using CAIMI, which "was developed to measure enjoyment of 
learning; an orientation toward mastery; curiosity; persistence; and the learning of challenging, 
difficult, and novel tasks in the subject areas of Reading, Math, Social Studies, Science and for 
school in general" (p. 5). The data revealed that to improve a student's academic intrinsic 
motivation, a successful intervention needed to occur prior to adolescence. The research also 
showed that children who have lower motivation during childhood are likely to be at a greater 
disadvantage academically. This study holds implications for the practices of school librarians in 
that it is important to ensure practices and an environment that will encourage students to 
maintain high academic intrinsic motivation to read. Librarians should also monitor students for 
changes in their intrinsic motivation towards reading. 
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Baker and Wigfield (1999) assessed dimensions ofreading motivation and examined how 
these dimensions related to students' reading activity and achievement. Three hundred and 
seventy-one fifth and sixth grade students from six urban elementary schools in a large mid-
Atlantic city participated in the study. Of the 371 students, 52% were white, 46% were African 
American, and 2% were other ethnicities. Fifty-four percent of the students received free or 
reduced-price lunch. Students completed the Motivation for Reading Questionnaire, which 
included two questions assessing self-reported reading activity. The study found that reading 
motivation was significantly correlated with children's reported activity. Children who believed 
they were capable of reading well were intrinsically motivated to read and read more often. 
The Von Sprecken, Kim, and Krashen (2000) study tested author Jim Trelease's 
hypothesis stated in The Read Along Handbook that one "home run" book can create a reader. 
Two hundred and fourteen fourth graders from three elementary schools in Los Angeles were 
selected to participate in the study. One elementary school had 59% low-income students and 
the other two elementary schools had 17-18% low-income students. Twenty percent of the 
students were considered limited English proficient. Students were asked: "Do you like to read? 
Is there one book or experience that interested you in reading?" Ninety-six percent of the 
students responded that they enjoyed reading, and 55% of these students identified a particular 
book that first interested them in reading. The students listed a wide variety of titles, which 
reinforced that students should have access to a wide variety of titles, genres, and levels of books 
as they seek their "home run" book. What remains to be studied is whether students think the 
school librarian can help them find their "home run" book. The practice of matching books to 
reader interest is known as Readers Advisory. 
Readers Advisory 
Bodart's (1986) study investigated how book talks affect the people who hear them and 
how book talks affect the circulation of the titles presented in them. Bodart used a Solomon 
Four Group design so that varying factors could be controlled. A book talk presentation was 
given to half of the students while the other half of the students served as the control group. A 
reading attitude survey was used as both a pre-test and a post-test. Results of the survey and 
circulation statistics were analyzed. Among the findings in that study, one is of particular 
interest to this study. Bodart found a dramatic increase in the total circulation of the books 
presented in book talks. She reported circulation increased "from 15 circulations during the 
1983-1984 school year to 266 during the 1984-1985 school year" (p. 379). 
Bodart's research demonstrated that book talks helped increase book circulation but 
Darlene Braeder ( 1984) wanted to learn what effects book talking had on students. Braeder 
conducted a survey and presented book talks to 440 randomly selected students in grades 8 to 12 
at John Oliver Secondary School in Vancouver. Braeder determined whether students 
considered book talks: (a) helpful in locating reading material, (b) helpful in creating a friendly 
atmosphere and relationship between students and librarians, (c) responsible for expanding 
students' interests, and (d) successful in fostering reading habits. 
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Braeder (1984) created a three-part survey. Part 1 provided information about the sample 
population, part 2 was designed to identify reading preferences and part 3 sought student 
responses to book talks. Braeder compiled student responses to the survey questions and made 
observations from the statistical data. Relevant to this study is her finding that prior to a book 
talk, adults, such as teachers or librarians, had little impact on students' choice of books. After 
the book talk, however, students report that it was helpful in finding a book and that the book 
talk was enjoyable. Students felt the book talks also expanded their areas of interest by 
introducing different types of reading and new authors. Students checked out books as a result 
of book talks, they indicated that they would return to the library to look for a good book, and 
that they would like another book talk, thereby fostering the reading habit. 
Crowther (1993) also looked at the importance of book talks along with read alouds and a 
service project to promote reading with middle school students. Middle school students were 
encouraged to read more, and the habit of reading was promoted. Crowther hypothesized that 
the program would result in increased circulation, more student interest in the books promoted, 
and a general increase in student participation of library programs. As part of the study, the 
researcher presented book talks, read aloud to students, and visited every middle school 
classroom every other week for three months. The books presented included a variety of fiction 
and non-fiction titles with a number of popular YA authors featured. During that time, the 
researcher kept a daily record of books checked out and student participation in library activities. 
At the conclusion of the 12-week program, Crowther compiled data about circulation and student 
participation. She found that circulation more than doubled, and middle school students came to 
the library and selected books that had been shared. Important to this study is that students were 
motivated to read as a result of the book talks presented. 
Summary 
Research in this literature review suggests that students benefit from reading. The 
findings in the studies cited indicated that when students were allowed to read whatever 
interested them, their reading comprehension and vocabulary development improved (Anderson, 
Wilson, and Fielding, 1988; Krashen, 2004; Saragi, Nation, and Meister, 1978; Shin, 2001). 
Further, the cited research indicated school librarians should monitor students who begin to show 
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changes in their intrinsic motivation towards reading. They also need to ensure that practices 
and an environment are in place that encourage students to maintain high academic intrinsic 
motivation to read. Schaffner (2013) states intrinsic reading motivation is defined as the 
willingness to read because the activity itself is regarded as satisfying or enjoyable. Children 
who believe they are capable of reading well were intrinsically motivated to read and read more 
often (Baker and Wigfield, 1999; Gottfried, Fleming, and Gottfried, 2001; Trelease, 2001; Von 
Sprecken, Kim, and Krashen, 2000). Finally, findings in the cited studies indicated that when 
given suggestions for reading, students checked out the recommended books. Also, student's 
attitudes towards teacher recommended books improved after book talks (Bodart, 1986; Braeder, 
1984; Crowther, 1993). These studies in their totality lend credence to programming and 
advisory to engender voluntary reading habits in young people. 
The reviewed research studies have encompassed large groups of students. The current 
research study is of a smaller scale but is strong due to its reliance on daily interactions between 
the selected reluctant readers and the librarian. These interactions provided continual in-depth 
interventions from the librarian to motivate specific students and continually check for the 
students' interest in their reading selection. The study examined if these daily interactions 
improved the students' attitudes about reading. 
CHAPTER3 
METHODOLOGY 
Engaging all students in books and encouraging the development of reading is an 
important goal of every school librarian. A challenge for the school librarian is the reluctant 
reader. Individual book discussions with the school librarian were implemented to help these 
students perform better on the Elementary Reading Attitude Survey created by McKenna and 
Kerr (1990) and previously found reliable in the study of 499 elementary students in a middle-
sized U.S. school district (see Appendix A). This study assessed the following research 
questions: 
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1. What are the differences in participating reluctant readers' total scores in the 
Elementary Reading Attitude Survey after school librarian intervention compared to their 
scores before the intervention? 
2. What are the differences in participating reluctant readers' individual item scores 
in the Elementary Reading Attitude Survey after school librarian intervention, compared 
to their scores before the intervention? 
3. In what ways might the characteristics of the participating reluctant readers' 
interests and perceptions indicated in the student interviews have been influenced by the 
school librarian's intervention?· 
Research Design 
A mixed methods design was used with a single group of five reluctant readers to 
ascertain whether or not intervention by the school librarian would result in a higher score on the 
Elementary Reading Attitude Survey (see Appendix A) and how the school librarian influenced 
the students' reading interests and perceptions. The mixed methods design was selected because 
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as stated in Creswell (2008) this design "enables a researcher to gather information that uses the 
best features of both quantitative and qualitative data collection" (p. 558). The type of mixed 
method design used was the embedded design because there were two complementary forms of 
data. The student survey scores and question analysis were supported by the interviews and 
reader's advisory with students. 
Procedures 
Population 
The population for this study was identified from a pool of 78 fourth graders. Prior to the 
study a letter of cooperation was attained from the cooperating elementary school, and approval 
for the research design was given from the University of Northern Iowa Institutional Research 
Board. The ERAS (Appendix A) is given annually to all fourth grade students during library 
class to identify student attitudes towards reading. The SRI (Appendix B) is also given annually 
to all fourth grade students by their classroom teacher to identify student's reading levels. For 
the purposes of this study, students scoring at 51 or below on the ERAS were considered to have 
a negative disposition toward reading. Students with a reading score of Lexile 600 on the 
Scholastic Reading Inventory or higher were considered at or above grade level. The school 
librarian selected those students who had a minimum of 600 on the SRI score but who also 
scored at 51 or below on the ERAS. This combination of requirements elicited a sample of 5 
students who were recruited using the standard IRB parental consent and student assent form. 
These five students took part in the school librarian intervention and completed the post-survey. 
Data Sources 
The first sources of data were the ERAS that were used to assess each student's overall 
academic and recreational attitude about reading (see Appendix A). McKenna and Kerr (1990) 
developed the ERAS to provide an instrument for teachers to estimate reading "attitude levels 
efficiently and reliably" (p. 626). McKenna and Kerr established the following criteria to guide 
the development of the survey: 
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(a) have a large-scale normative frame of reference; (b) comprise a set of items selected on 
the bases of desirable psychometric properties; (c) have empirically documented reliability 
and validity; (d) be applicable to all elementary students, Grades 1 through 6; (e) possess a 
meaningful, attention-getting, student-friendly response format; (f) be suitable for brief 
group administration; and (g) comprise separate subscales for recreational and academic 
reading. (p. 627) 
These criteria will establish the attitude of the readers in this study to determine whether 
or not they are reluctant to read or not. 
Intervention 
A second form of data collected for this mixed methods study included participant 
observation notes (see Appendix B). The school librarian acted in the role of a participant 
observer and kept a journal with careful notes of the discussions with each student and reflected 
on those notes (Wildemuth, 2013). The journal entries included notes about conversations 
between the student and school librarian regarding whether or not the student was interested in 
and enjoying the selected book, as well as actions and reactions to those conversations. 
The intervention by the school librarian followed basic reader's advisory protocol. When 
conducting a readers' advisory interview, Welch (2013) reminds us it is always about the 
reader's interests and not the librarian's. Welch suggests these steps: find out what they enjoy, 
give several choices, and give them permission to not finish the book. The school librarian first 
had an informal interview with each of the five students and discussed their likes and dislikes 
about books (see Appendix C). This initial interview took 5-10 minutes and was conducted 
during the student's literacy block as one of the activities required for that day. Based on the 
interview answers the librarian selected four to five books for each student and once again met 
with each student individually and allowed them to choose a book from the selected titles. The 
school librarian then informally checked in with each student every other day to make sure the 




For the quantitative portion of the mixed methods data analysis, the school librarian 
compared pre and post scores on the ERAS for each student to determine the differences in total 
scores. The researcher also compared scores based on an item analysis to identify whether there 
were differences between pre and post scores for the group members on individual items and to 
determine whether all students received higher item scores on at least five items in the 
Elementary Reading Attitude Survey than they scored prior to the intervention. For the 
qualitative portion of the data analysis, the school librarian analyzed her notes from the 
interviews and daily interactions with each of the five students. The notes contained what 
students liked about the books they enjoyed, what book choices were given to each student, how 
they responded, and what she recommended next. 
Limitations 
A limitation of the mixed methods research design is potential for other factors in the 
classroom, home, or elsewhere to affect the outcome of the post-survey. This study involved a 
small sample of students with no control group. This was another limitation because it was not 
possible to generalize the findings to other settings. The outcome of this small-scale study, 
however, may indicate whether a larger scale implementation and study would be warranted in 
the future. Another limitation is the role of the school librarian as participant observer. 
Although the familiarity with students allowed the researcher to have insight into the student's 
reading needs and gave the researcher the ability to make reading recommendations, it is also 
acknowledged that the students' familiarity with the researcher may have also influenced their 





There has been a sharp decrease in the amount of time students between the ages of nine 
and thirteen spend reading for pleasure (NEA, 2007). The purpose of this study is to investigate 
why some fourth grade students are reluctant to read and what actions school librarians can take 
to foster their enthusiasm for reading. 
Reading Attitude Survey Overall Differences 
The first research question this study aimed to answer was: What are the differences in 
participating reluctant readers' total scores in the Elementary Reading Attitude Survey after 
school librarian intervention compared to their scores before the intervention? The students 
completed a pre and post ERAS. The results are in Table 1. 
Table I 
The Difference in the Elementary Reading Attitude Survey Scores after School Librarian 
Intervention. 
Student Pre Post Difference 
A 51 56 +5 
B 51 45 -6 
C 39 40 +1 
D 47 55 +8 
E 51 65 +14 
In reviewing the Elementary Reading Attitude scores, all but one of the students' scores 
increased by I to 8 points. One student's attitude score decreased by 6 points. These findings 
show that a majority of the student's attitudes about reading increased after the school librarian 
intervention. 
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Reading Attitude Survey Individual Item Differences 
The second research question determined the differences in participating all reluctant 
readers' individual item scores on the Elementary Reading Attitude Survey after school librarian 
intervention, compared to their scores before the intervention. Table 2 shows the ERAS pre and 
post survey score for each question and the difference between the survey scores. 
Table 2 
Differences in Students' Individual Item Scores on the ERAS after Intervention* 
Student A Student B Student C Student D Student E 
Ques. Pre Post Dif. Pre Post Dif. Pre Post Dif. Pre Post Dif. Pre Post Dif. 
1 3 3 0 1 1 0 2 I -I 3 3 0 2 3 +I 
2 3 3 0 4 4 0 2 3 +I 2 4 +2 I 2 +I 
3 2 3 +I I 2 +I 2 2 0 1 2 +1 1 2 +I 
4 2 2 0 I 1 0 4 4 0 4 4 0 3 4 +1 
5 2 3 +I 4 2 -2 2 3 +1 2 3 +I 1 3 +2 
6 2 3 +I 4 4 0 3 3 0 4 4 0 4 4 0 
7 3 3 0 4 2 -2 1 1 0 1 4 +3 2 4 +2 
8 2 2 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 2 3 +1 
9 4 4 0 4 3 -1 3 3 0 2 3 +1 4 4 0 
JO 3 3 0 1 2 -1 3 3 0 3 3 0 3 4 +1 
11 2 2 0 1 1 0 I 2 +1 2 2 0 3 4 +I 
12 2 2 0 1 1 0 I 1 0 3 1 -2 1 2 +1 
13 4 4 0 2 4 +2 3 3 0 3 4 +1 4 4 0 
14 2 2 0 I 2 +l 1 3 +2 2 2 0 3 4 +I 
15 3 3 0 4 3 - I 2 2 0 4 3 -1 4 3 -I 
16 3 3 0 4 4 0 3 2 -1 3 4 +1 4 4 0 
17 3 3 0 3 3 0 I 3 +2 3 2 -1 3 4 +I 
18 2 3 +1 1 I 0 1 2 +I I I 0 I I 0 
19 2 2 0 1 I 0 2 2 0 1 3 +2 3 2 -1 
20 2 3 +I 4 3 -1 I 1 0 2 2 0 2 4 +2 
Total 51 56 +5 51 45 -6 39 40 +l 47 55 +8 51 65 +14 
The ERAS question that showed a change in attitude for all five participants was question 
number five. This survey question asked students how they feel about spending free time 
reading. The four students who showed an increase in positive attitude on this question also 
showed an increase in their overall (academic and recreational) attitude about reading. The one 
student who showed a decrease in attitude about spending free time reading also showed a 
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decrease in his overall score. This leads the researcher to surmise that if students' attitudes about 
reading in their free time increases, their overall attitude about reading will also improve. 
Reading Influences and Perceptions 
The third research question sought to determine in what ways might the characteristics of 
the participating reluctant reader's interests and perceptions indicated in the informal interviews 
have been influenced by the school librarian intervention? After the participants were selected 
for the study, the school librarian interviewed them each. The student's responses are 
summarized in Table 3. 
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Table 3 
Reader's Advisory Interview Results 
Questions Student A Student B Student C Student D Student E 
What is the title Smile by Spirit Animals series Big Nate series Guardians of Chocolate 
of a book you Telgemeier by Mull et. al. by Peirce GaHoole by Fever by Smith 
really liked? because it is Liked how the spirit because it is Lasky because it was 
What did you funny and about animal helped the funny. because of the a quick story to 
like about it? sisters. character survive adventure. read and likes 
Currently and that each person Harry Potter mystery and 
reading The has their own. Also and the fantasy. 
Candymakers by liked The Sorcerer's 
Mass and likes it Candymakers by Stone by 
but cannot Mass but cannot Rowling 
articulate the articulate a specific because of 
reason. reason. adventure and 
fantasy. 
What are your Jump on Xbox, football, ride Art stuff and Play with Writing, play 
interests outside trampoline and scooter, and ride plays football, friends and football, hide 
of school? ride bikes. bike. baseball, and wrestle and and go seek, 
soccer. Minecraft. dirt bikes and 
tag. 
Does the size of No Yes. Prefers Yes. A little No Yes. Not too 
the print matter? medium print bigger print is many words on 
because if too small better. a page because 
it makes eyes hurt makes it 
but if print is too big difficult to 
thinks there won't finish a page. 
be enough story. 
Do you have a Funny books Mystery, adventure, Mystery and Fantasy, Funny and 




are like people 
Do you prefer Fiction Fiction Fiction Both Both 
fiction or 
nonfiction? 
Do you have a No Jake Maddox and Pierce Lincoln Rick Riordan, Geronimo 
favorite author? Tim Green J.K. Rowling, Stilton, Jeff 
Kathryn Lasky Kinney 
Do you have a No No No No No 
friend you 
would like to 
read a book with 
and have book 
discussions? 
Is there a book Didn't know The first Harry Miraculous Yes, but can't Fire Within by 
you have read Potter by Rowling Journey of remember title d'Lacey 
that you did not because it didn't Edward or what it was because 
like? What have enough story. Tulane by about. couldn't 
didn't you like DiCamillo understand 
about it? because 
someone died 
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The responses in Table 3 were used by the school librarian to select books of interest for 
all five students. Each student was asked if he/she had read a book he/she really liked and what 
did he/she like about it? The school librarian used this information to select similar books. 
Student D clearly articulated how much he enjoyed the series, Guardians of Ga'hoole and Harry 
Potter and that he would like similar books. The school librarian used this information to select 
Into the Wild (Hunter, 2004), Hatching Magic (Downer, 2004), and Fablehaven (Mull, 2007) for 
the student. 
Students were asked if the size of print matters in their reading selections. Student E 
didn't talk about the size of the print but she was adamant that there "not [be] too many words on 
a page because it makes it difficult to finish a page." As the school librarian searched for books 
that matched the student's interests, she also made sure the print was larger than normal and 
looked for chapter books that had pictures. 
Following the advice of Von Sprecken, Kim, and Krashen (2000) that readers need the 
widest possible access to a variety of titles, genres, and levels of books, the researcher selected a 
variety of at least three titles tailored to each student's interests. And as Crowther's (1993) 
findings suggested, the school librarian book talked each title for the students. Students then 
selected one or two books and were directed "to try the book out" in the next two days. However 
if he/she did not like the book, the student was to bring it back sooner and select a different one. 
The school librarian recommendations and the students' selections are listed in Table 4. 
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Table 4 
School Librarian Book Recommendations and Title(s) Selected by the Student 
Student School Librarian Book Recommendations Student Selection 
A The Gollywhopper Games 
by Feldman 
Failing In by Dowell The Gollywhopper Games 
Sisters by Telgemeier by Feldman 
B The Gollywhopper Games by Feldman 
The Familiars by Epstein Guardians of Ga'hoole 
Guardians ofGa'Hoole by Kathryn Lansky by Lasky 
C Vincent Shadow: Toy Inventor by Kehoe 
Attack of the Mutant Underwear by Birdseye Vincent Shadow: Toy Inventor 
Alvin Ho: Allergic to Camping, Hiking by Look by Kehoe 
D Into the Wild by Hunter 
Hatching Magic by Downer Into the Wild by Hunter 
Fablehaven by Mull and 
Hatching Magic by Downer 
E Chocolate Touch by Catling 
How to Eat Fried Worms by Rockwell Chocolate Touch by Catling 
The Candvmakers by Mass 
In the first informal meeting, the researcher learned that Student A did not like the book 
she had selected. When asked if she would like to choose another from the group selected by the 
school librarian, Student A asked if she could just read The Candymakers (Mass, 2011) because 
it was "too hard to read more than two books at a time." Student A was also required by her 
teacher to complete a guided reading selection. The Candymakers (Mass, 2011) was the book 
suggested to the class by a fourth grade teacher and Student A was reading prior to the research 
study. The school librarian also started to read The Candymakers (Mass, 2011) so she could 
discuss it with the student and continued to talk briefly every other day with Student A. Student 
A appeared very excited that the school librarian was reading the same book and would comment 
about it when she saw the school librarian in the hall. By the end of the study, Student A had not 
finished with The Candymakers (Mass, 2011) but told the school librarian to hold onto The 
Gollywhopper Game (Feldman, 2008) "because if it is like The Candymakers, I want to read it 
next!" Although the student did not read a book selected by the school librarian her overall 
attitude about reading increased by five points. 
The only decrease in overall reading attitude was Student B, with a change of -6 points. 
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During discussion after the post ERAS the student stated that he did not like any of the books 
selected by the school librarian. He wanted to finish reading a self-selected book he already 
started before the study began and was irritated that he had to stop and "try a bunch of other 
books." The student did not tell the school librarian about his frustration until the end of the 
study. The school librarian can only deduce that the dynamics of the relationship between the 
student and herself evolved over the time of the study and it was not until the end that Student B 
felt comfortable sharing his true feelings about the reading selections. If the school librarian had 
been aware of the student's frustrations, she would have been encouraged Student B to continue 
the self-selected book and perhaps the student's attitude about reading would not have been 
negatively affected. 
Student C's attitude about reading increased one point on the ERAS. After two informal 
checks, Student C confided that he was required by a family member to finish the book she gave 
him before he could start a book for the study. The school librarian asked if he liked the book he 
was being required to finish and Student C said "no, I do not but I cannot disobey my [family 
member]." When the school librarian asked what about the book he did not like, Student C 
replied, "I thought I already read it but I guess not because my [family member] says I didn't." 
The school librarian continued to check in with Student C every other day and three days before 
the study was over he finished the "required" book. He was excited to try Vincent Shadow: Toy 
Inventor (Kehoe, 2011) because "it sounds funny." By the next day he was ready for the sequel 
Vincent Shadow: The Top Secret Toys (Kehoe, 2013) and excitedly left the library reading the 
inside jacket. 
The second largest difference in scores was Student D with an increase of eight points. 
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The student said it was helpful to have a selection of books that he could choose from that were 
interesting to him. He wanted the school librarian to choose more and keep a list for him. During 
the Reader's Advisory Interview Student D was able to articulate what types of books he enjoyed 
and why. Student D also decided on his own to come to the library every day and discuss the 
book(s) he was reading with the library staff. The researcher surmises that the student's interest 
in books and being able to clearly state his preferences in stories helped the school librarian 
select a successful list of books for the student. 
Student E had the largest increase in score on the ERAS. Student E's score increased by 
14 points. When the school librarian interviewed Student E she had very specific requests for 
books that had large print so she "could read a page fast and finish quick." After three days 
Student E returned the book she had selected from the group suggested by the school librarian. 
Student Estated, "My teacher said I have to return this book because I have too many and she 
doesn't want me to have so many." Student E had three books on her desk and the classroom 
teacher asked her to select which books she wanted to keep. The student choose / Survived the 
Destruction of Pompeii, AD 79 (Tarshis, 2014) and Maniac Magee (Spinelli, 1990). Student E's 
teacher spoke with the school librarian about the student's need for fewer book choices on her 
desk so she would finish a book. The school librarian continued to check in with Student E 
every other day. The student quickly finished both books she selected and chose to read another 
book by Tarshis. Once she finished two of those she decided to read a book the school librarian 
suggested, The Candymakers (Mass, 2010). The school librarian was surprised by the student's 
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choice because the book has 464 pages with average sized print and would not be considered by 
the school librarian as a "quick read." When the school librarian inquired about her choice 
Student E stated "it sounds good." 
Summary 
The researcher concludes that when students are given assistance in selecting books that 
meet their interests, a student's overall attitude about reading improves. The students originally 
were concerned about the size of print, parent expectations regarding reading selections, and 
teacher advice on the number of books to be reading at the same time. These expectations did 
not change, but the attitude of the readers still improved overall. Since not all of the students 
whose attitudes improved read a book selected by the school librarian, the researcher proposes 
the student's attitude may have improved because of the interest the school librarian took in the 
student as a reader. 
The data and observations from this study indicate that four out of five reluctant readers' 
attitudes about reading improved after the school librarian assisted them with selecting books. 
Students' attitudes also increased by engaging in frequent discussions about books with the 
school librarian. The study also showed that if a student's attitude about reading improves when 
they are reading during free time, their overall attitude about reading also improves. During this 
study, fourth graders reading at or above grade level showed an improved attitude about reading 
when the school librarian selected books for the student based on the student's interests and/or 
showed an interest in what the student was reading. The students whose attitude went down was 
upset because he had to stop reading a self-selected book and he was not comfortable asking the 
researcher if he could finish the book before starting a new one recommended by her. 
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CHAPTERS 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
There has been a sharp decrease in the amount of time students between the ages of nine 
and thirteen spend reading for pleasure (NEA, 2007). The importance of reading for maintaining 
literacy skills and the implications for people who choose to read had been studied by the 
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD, 2011). The report found 
that reading for pleasure at the age of 15 is a strong indicator of social mobility. Students that 
choose to read on their own demonstrate an intrinsic desire to engage in stories, texts, and 
learning. Therefore it is not only important that students read because they have to for 
assignments but that they choose to read for the joy of it. Reading for pleasure reveals a 
predisposition for lifelong learning (OECD, 2011 ). The purpose of this study was to investigate 
why some fourth grade students are reluctant to read and what actions school librarians can take 
to foster their enthusiasm for reading. 
Conclusions 
Improving the reluctant readers' attitudes about reading is possible with the intervention 
of the school librarian. In this study an intervention by the school librarian to help fourth grade 
students with book selection and engage in book discussions with the school librarian improved 
students' attitudes about reading overall. The study showed that when a student's attitude about 
reading during free time improved, the student's attitude about overall reading also increased. 
The study also showed that it is not always necessary for the student to read a book 
suggested by the school librarian to show an improvement in attitude. Brodart's (1986) research 
found that students felt book talks by the librarian or teacher were helpful in finding a book and 
expanded their areas of interest. Brodart's (1986) study also found that after hearing a book talk 
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students checked out more books and were more likely to return to the library for additional 
books. This was also found to be true in this study. When students did not select a book chosen 
by the school librarian, but engaged in conversations with her about books and reading, the 
student's attitude about reading improved as well. Engaging in conversations with the school 
librarian about books improved the students' attitudes about reading. 
The study found that when students are required to read books that they are not interested 
in the students' attitudes about reading are negatively affected. By the end of the study the 
student whose parent selected and required him to read a book did not show a significant change 
in his attitude about reading. Once the student finished the required book and was allowed to 
read books selected by the school librarian, based on his interests, he read more books. When 
students are given a choice to read books interesting to them their attitude about reading 
improves. 
Recommendations 
This was a very small study over a short period of time. One recommendation for future 
study is to include a larger sample of participants and to lengthen the amount of time for study. 
Since the students' attitudes about reading improved when the school librarian engaged them in 
book discussions, another recommendation would be to study whether or not a book club or a 
literature circle organized by the librarian would improve students' attitudes about reading. 
Other recommendations for study are looking at the size of print and pictures in chapter books to 
see how they might affect a reluctant reader's attitude. Suggested research questions for future 
studies include, "Would an informational meeting with parents about supporting reluctant 
readers through choice be beneficial to students who can read but are reluctant?" And finally, 
one could research, "would the reluctant reader benefit if the school librarian worked with 
classroom teachers to inform them about methods for assisting them as readers?" The school 
librarian can help reluctant readers improve their attitude about reading by getting to know her 
students and suggesting books that are interesting to them. 
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APPENDIX A 
ELEMENTARY READING ATTITUDE SURVEY 
Eletnmtary RMdlng Attitude Survey 
Directions for UM 
The Elementary Reading Attitude Survey provides a tjuicl-. indication of 'iludcnt attitude, toward n.:ad-
m!l. II Cltni.i!'-b of 20 i1em, and can be administered to an entire da~wom in abou1 10 minu10. Each 
Hem prcscnb a brief. simply worded Slalcmcnt about reading. followed hy four pictures of Garfield. 
Each poi.c il- dcsig~ to depict a different cmotiom1l :-.late. rangin!l from wry po!,itive to very ncgati,·c. 
Admioistradon 
Bc.:gin by telling Mudcnb that )OU wish to find out h,1w they feel ahout reading. EmphasiLc that this i, 
not a test and that there arc no .. righC answers. Encourage sincerity. 
Oistnhutc the survey forms and. if )(JU wish to monitor the uttllutk:s of sp."°ifl\: Sludcnts. a.tJ. them to 
write their RillTk."S in the space al the top. Hold up a copy of the SUJ"\cCY so that the siu<k.--nts ran sec the 
lin.t page Point lo the picture of Garfield al the tar left of the first 11cm. A,k the studcnh 10 look at this 
same pi4.-"lun: on 1heir o,1rn survey form. DiM:u!>s with them the muud Garfield seems to be in (very hap-
py). Then move to the next p1ctun: and again di:,,cuss Garfield's mood (thi!'- time. a linlr happy). In the 
same way. move to 1hc thinJ and founh pictures and talk ahout Garfield's moods-a liulc upset and very 
Uf>'k!I. It is helpful to prnnt nut the position ofGarlicld·s mo11th. especially in the middle two figures. 
Explain Lhat together you "ill read some M.ilcment., ahout r..:adin!,! and that the s1udcn1s shoulJ think 
ahout how· they feel ahout each slalcmenl. They should then circle the picture of Garfield that is closest 
to their own feeling!.. (Emph~i,.c that the student., should respond a4.--cording lU their own feelings. nol 
a., Garfield might respond!) Rl!a<l each item aloud sl<lwly and di'ililll·tl): then read it a second time 
while students arc Lhinl-.ing. Be sure lo read thi: 11cm 11w11bt'r and to remind students llf P"l!C numhers 
when new pages are reached. 
Scoring 
To score the survey. count four poinls for each leftmost (happic'>t I Garfield circled. three for each 
slightly smiling Garfield. twv for each mildly upset Gartidd. anJ one point for each \Cf) upset (right-
mosn Garfield. Three scOf"\..~ for each student can be obtained: the total for the first 10 items. the total 
for !he -.ccond In. and a nimposite lotal. TIJC firsl half of the sur\'Cy relates lo attitude loward recre-
ational reading; the M.-cond half relates 10 arutude toward academic m,p.-ct~ of reading. 
lntrrpretation 
You can interpret scores in two way!.. (hl\! is to note infonnally where 1he score fall~ in n.-gard to the four 
nodes ol lhc sc.ilc. A total 'l'Ore of 511. for example. woukl tall .ihout nu,1-way on the scak. hetwccn the 
slightly happy and slight!) up-;cl figures. thcrcfon: indkating a rdathcly indifforcn1 overall a11i1uJe to-
ward reading The other appma1:h i, more formal. Ir imolvcs con\'Cr1lng the raw ..cores into pen:entilc 
nmL.s lly means of Tahk I. Be: ~urc Ill u....: 1hc noon!'- for the nght gr.-Jc level and to note the column 
heading" I R\..X: = recreational rrading. Aca = academic reading. Tot = total score). If you wish to deter-
mine 1he awrnge pcn:emile nmk for your eta,!'-, a,era~c the raw !>Cl~s tiri-t: then UM! the table w locate 
the pcn:cniilc mnk com:sponding to the mw -.core mean. Pcn:cntilc ranks cannot he averaged directly. 
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........, RwlnaAttlludelwver 
DlredloM for "" 
1k f:lcmcl!IM) Rc.adlns An1ludc Sun .. 1 rro,ldn a quid, 1ndk.·.a11on 11( \ludcnl .11111~ """ll\l 1c&l-
1n1 h ,'lllN\b l1' 20 !lent\ and ,an ~ adnun1~ tl1 .an cnOK ,i..v,11-m in af,(JUt IO m1n111n. Ea.ii 
,ecm ~at, a me(. \lmrf~ ,11.-dcd 'IUlkmeftl ilf,(iu1 l'('.-.d1nJ. folk•\'\J h) four l"'\"'tln' of Garf,dJ 
Ea:h pl'iC 1, Jotpnl to Jcp..1 a d11krtt1I .:rt'MICkl1141 \I.ti<. r.,,,11'1J fr11m \fl) P"•IM 10 \\T) l'k"Jall'\t' 
A ........ radoa 
Bq,n ~ tclhn, \ludcnh that )llU ,.,"1 i., find 111.11 hti. lhc) f«I ilf,(iu1 rcaJtnJ fmph.Nr.: 1hal 1h1, " 
"'" a 1"" 1111.1 !hat lhtn' arl: no ~n,hf' aA,'llief\ En,TtUfal( ,U1Ccnl) 
Ot~ the W0(11 fiinm and. 1( ,uu •1-.h lo 111llfllltlf 111( atllludn of ~1(11. \oluJcnt, .a\l. lhcm lo 
'11,flll: !heir~ Ill lhe ~l: al lhc lop tUJ Uf' ,1 ~--~ 1,( , .... \Un~ \ll lh.11 the 1.tudcat, (In \f.'\' the 
(lr\l ~ l\lffl& pi the l"'\11ft ,.,. (i.Jlf1dd iii the far kft ,it the 1if\l 1tem ,\~ lhc \lwcm, t.l hil ill lhi, 
\JfnC' ,-:tiff on thew r•n wn~ f,ma l~u,,,. 1th them the rnnuJ G.vfkkl -«flt\ It• he 1n hCf) hap-
r, i ThC1I rnu,c "' the net.I ,-:rin and apan di"'"'' Garfickl\ mi•lll 1th,, lune. a l,nl, ~ I In the 
"1fl'IC H). Rill\~"' the cbml and huth ,-1un.°' and I.Ill .lho.iut (iaf1dJ\ n111111l,. a lit1k ur,c:t and ,a, 
up,c1 le,, hclr(ul 1,1 JUDI 11U1 the p"'1C1on ,it G.vfackh mtl#lh. c~l.111) 111 th( miJJk ,,.,, f1,urr, 
fapbsn th.II klfdhcf )11U ,. 111 rc.-.J \,llffl( ,1aacmcnh .lUI l'tlUlflJ and th.II th( 1.tu&ftl, .,ukl lhtnl 
"'-"" ht,.. the) f"I "'-"" c.-:h \I.Jkrncat The)· •'IUlJ then ,m:k 1hc pK.1un: of GarfaclJ th.II "d<"'-N 
a., 1hcu <Mft l«ltftS, ii~,.: that the ,1uJcl'lt, •iuld l't\p~ a:l'onltnJ to 1hc:1r 1Mn f«hnp. nul 
--' (iarftCIJ m1Jhr l't1lpllld' I Re.ad c..,.h 111:m .dt,uJ ,l.,,.f) .ind d1\11n.:11). 1hc:n rraJ ,1 a ~",nJ II~ 
-hale ,.,udcnh .-C 1hml1nr 8< \Utt I(\ n:.-.J the: item m,ml1"r and lt• n:m1nd \ludcfll, o( pa~ numh:n 
,. hen l'IC1' p;&fC' an: rca:hcJ 
S(oriaa 
T,, "'''"' the l>IK\(11. (uunt four pttnh h• c.-.:h kllmt~ c~.,.,, (i.-f,dJ ,:1nkd. thn"1: fo, c.11:h 
,11,tiel) '""""' (i.wftClJ. l'lli\l fof C.k'.h m11JI~ llpllCI G.11f1dJ. ,1nd ,inc J1'1'nl hlf c.-;h \fl) UP"('t lnshr-
rn,"'I) c .. fK'IJ ~ ..... ,If(, fclf c ... h ..iu&.-ni ,.;.in~ tlN.Ulk'J lhc: lu(.il '"' lhc (u~ 10 lkm,. the ltul 
ft• the ..., .. n,nJ 10 . .lnli ,1 ~ump"tt,· 1,ul The fiN half ol lhc wnc~ rtla&c, ht atllCUlk h,,.w r1.,rc· 
.11uin.,l rcaJ1n1. rhc '-"",nJ half re~ to .:1111111Jc ll""anl .-..-k-m~ "'P-,·h vt rcillhni: 
lllln'pfftalioll 
'fru ~..,, ·~ 'lo;(lf\"\ 1ft l'11,0 '11,,1~, ( )nc 1, It• ftl~ infrinn.1II~ lloh(,\, the: '11.:llf\' falk 1ft n:silfd k• lhc four 
nt~ 1..f the ~ilk A total"''"' ot ~l f,lf cUffif'k. ,.,,uld f.all .ahu nud.•u~ 1111 lh..· ...;.uc. t'll.-ti.1.-cn the 
'11Jtill~ ~ and ,hshfl~ up,c1 fii.'\S\"', lhl-rt'fon: 1nd,i.auns .a n:larwl~ 1nd10,-rt'nl uwrllll ;11111udi: It• 
,.ad n-aum1 1k other ...,.,m-."h "rtlt1f\.' l1lfln.al II lft\l .. \\" ~,111wrt1n1 thi: r.1'111 '111.,:ort·, ,nei, (''1\Wlllk 
r.anl, t>, mc&ft\ ,., TaNi: I 1k ~ t .. ~ thl· n.•m, t,., till' ria:h1 ~r.ak k'\\'l .anJ tu nt'4<: tl11: ,,..funm 
hcaJ1n,, 1Rn: "'n"\.n.·.i1111Nl n.-.iJ1n1. ~.I"' .-.aikm"; rc.-.J1ns. foe"' &tW "'in:, If ~OU"'~ hllkt~'t 
mui,: 1hc: .n,-r~ Pff\'Cllllk rank for your d.r" . .ncr.tJ(' tht· f.1" ""'lfC\ ftN. thl·n IN' 1t.· LIN.: h• 1,,,.. 
1hl'. ('·rwn11k '* ..:,1fl'\"\f'lindlllS k• lhc ,...,. "'in: mcilll f\-rn·nr1k- rank, ,.innoc ~ a,crill","1 Jtr\'\11) 
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Schec._l _____ .Grade._, __ Name ..;_, ____ _ 
Plaase clrda tha:pich.H&that. describes.how you fael·when~l!II.I ,aad,,a·boclr., 





How do you feel about reading during summer vacabon? 
How do you feel about reading instead of playing? 
r~, 
(21 '.' :i..., 
Page2 
C> PAWS- - ~~ org 
Survr, dntgne(I by Dennis J Kear Wchlla Stale Ur'~ 
35 
Please circle the picture that describes how you feel when you read a book. 
9. 
10. 
How do you feel about going to a bookstore? 
f:) 
~J ,;,o 
I"'-f- ..J l -=-~, 
• ~~--- ----v~ 
11 _ How do you feet when a teacher asks you questions about what you read? 
12. 
~-~r):); ,::,,. 
1 ~ ("~•~ ., . ,,,,.) . ~ -~ ·, -,~-r -,;.;yt t· ._•,<_·) '(~~ l :[) ', ,'!'I ( , ~ \ ,- _\'.'~~ ~ , v 41 .-...~~A> ··---- ----1 
How do you feel about reading workbook pages and worksheets? ,._,.. .,. . 
"',,.,,Ctj 
~~ ,.,.,, 
,-.l---'~ . --- ... _____ ) 
Page 3 
Cl PAWS - www professorgarfield org 
Survey designed by Deon,s J Keer Wichita State University 
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Please circle the picture that describes how you feel when you read a book. 
1 13. How do you feel about reading in school? 
. 15 . How do you feel about learning from a book? 
. 16. 
Page4 
Cl PAWS - www.prolessorgarfielcl org 
Survey designed by Dennis J Kear Wichita State Uriivwrs1ty 
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PINN circle the pteture that dNCtibN how you,_, when you reed• book 
7 How do you feet about --- you read 1ft reeding dnl? 1 . 





~ ONlgMd t7, OWwl J l<.Mf. YilcNa SW. ~ 
Elementary Reading Attitude Survey Scoring Sheet 
Student Name _______________________ _ 
Teacher 
Grade. ___________ Administration Date _________ _ 










Full !>C .tic raw sc~.lr:: . 
Pcrccnu.c ra:1ks: 
Scoring Guide 
I lappic:~t (jcr:ic:ld 
Sli!,!htly ~:nilinl! Garfield 
~hid: v u~ct G-arfidd 












(Rcrn:.'tional • :\cadcm:c): 
.. Rcc:\:a::on~I 
l·ull ~ak 
~> PAWS www.p·ofe$SO-ga""ied.org 
'-11·,n ,lc,11nc,I ·, Dcnnr,, I Kc41, \\"1,h1·J ~de: ""c"'" 
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Appendix 
Tect..,ical Aspecla of the Elementary Rudlng Attitude S..Vey 
The norming projed 
To cn:alc norms flX' I.he interpretation of l>Cllfe~. a largc-i.c1dc ~lud)· was condoclcd in lalc January 
1989. at whi1.it lime the survey wa., adminii.lcred lo IK, DK sludcnts in GntJc, I~. A number of slCJl!-. 
were taken to a:hicvc a sample that wai. 1-ullic1cn1ly stratilicd (i.c. rcllccli\·c of lhc American popula-
tion l lo allow contidenl gencral1,.alion:<.. Children were drawn from 9'.'i schtll.\l district, in :\K U.S. 
state.~ 'Inc numhcr of girls CllCC\.'<tcd hy only '.'I I.he numhcr of hoys. Ethmc d1,1rihutum of the sample 
"'-Ill• al~) dose to that ol lhc U.S. population 1Srar1Jt1rn/ <1h.,rruct of rite U1111ed States, 1989). ·1ne pro-
ponion of blacks (9.5<.t-) wa., within .VI of the national proportion. while the proportion of Hispanic-. 
(6.2'!) wa., ~ithin 2~. 
Pcn:cntilc ranks at each grade for both subscalc• and the full scale arc presented in Table I. These 
,~Ila can he used In compare individual students' ~ores wirh !he na1ional sample and they can he in1er-
prc1cd like achicvcmcnt-tcsl percentile ranks. 
Table 1 
Mid-year percentile ranks by grade and scale 
Raw Grade I Grade 2 Grade., Gradt.• 4 Grade~ Gradc6 
Ser Rl."C Aca T()( 1 Rec Aca TOI Rec Aca Tot Rec Aca Tot Rl."C Aca To« R~ Acn Tor 
00 w Qi) (l() w ~ QI.) 
79 9.5 i 96 98 99 99 99 
78 93 95 97 98 99 99 
77 92 94 97 98 99 99 
76 <.K} 93 % 97 98 99 
1~ 88 92 95 % 98 99 
74 kn 90 ()4 9'i 97 9C) 
1'~ R4 88 92 94 1)7 ()8 
72 82 86 91 9, % ()8 
71 80 84 89 91 9'1 97 
70 78 82 86 IN 9-S % 
m 7'1 7'J ~ kS 92 9:'i 
68 ~, , .. 77 81 86 91 9., 
h7 ffl 74 79 8l H9 92 
66 M 71 76 80 87 <K) 
65 62 t,9 7.~ 78 R4 k8 
M w ho 70 7r; 82 AA 
h.l '15 b.~ t-7 72 79 84 
62 '12 (>(I ~ t,9 76 82 
hi 49 :'i7 N 66 1., 79 
('(} 46 ~ 'iK 62 70 ib 
'i9 4~ :'ii 'i:'i c;9 (,1 7\ 
58 40 47 'ii '16 64 tfl 
'i7 ,7 4'i 4X :c;, hi M 
~ .\.l 41 44 4S '17 !12 
'\'\ .\I lK 41 4:'i 'I\ 'IK 
~ 2S .i'I .\8 41 '.',(J ~'I 




Mid-year percentile rank• by grade and acale (continued) 
Ra" Grad.: I 
I 
Gr.id.: 2 I (irade .1 Grad•· -I Gr.id•· .'i Grade 6 
S..:r Re, Aca Tot I RLT A,a Toi Rel· A,:a T,,1 Re, A,a Tnl Rec Aca Tot Rec A.:a Toi 
:'il 2:'i \2 14 lk -It, ~2 
'.'2 " 2lJ .II .1:'i -12 .Jk 
.'ii 20 2fl 2X 12 lll -W 
:'i(I 18 21 2:'i 2k \!, -Ill 
-19 , .. 20 21 ::!h H 17 
.Jk l.l IX .!ll 2.~ 29 q 
-17 12 l:'i 17 20 26 .Ill 
46 Ill D l:'i 18 :!.~ ~7 
4:'i 8 11 11 lh 20 1!i 
-W 7 9 II I l 17 " --
4 \ 6 X 9 12 l:'i 20 
-I' .:'i 7 X 10 I< 17 
41 :'i 6 7 9 12 I:'\ 
-U) '>'l <)</ 4 9'I ,19 :'i l)() 99 t, 99 l}') 7 99 99 10 99 99 I.\ 
14 9' 91 I •14 ,14 4 •><, 97 (l l)/ 9X h 98 •><> lj l>'I 4') 12 
lX X4 88 \ 92 92 l •1-1 l)<, -1 9<, 97 :'i './ti 91< K 97 99 10 ,., ,, Kt, X:'i 2 X8 Xl/ 2 'XI 93 I 92 9:'i -1 9-1 9X 7 9:'i 99 8 
lo Kl 79 ., ~ X.'i 2 87 91 2 81' 9< l 91 % 0 92 98 7 -
l:', .,., I• 7:'i I 79 Kl I 1\1 8X 2 84 90 .l >,7 9'i 4 KK 97 0 
I.I 72 '19 I 74 78 I 7:'i in 2 78 k7 2 1'!2 9• 4 i'!.l •l:'i 'i 
_(l h.'i b3 I l>R 71 I 69 79 I 7' Xl 2 77 90 _l 79 9.l 4 
Y1 5X 'i8 I 61 67 I 6.1 74 I (l(l 74 I 71 86 _\ 74 91 3 
l I :'\2 <,\ I :'\6 62 I c,7 69 (I 60 75 I 6C. !C 2 h9 X7 2 
l() 44 4'l I :'iO ~7 () ::'ii 1,:1 () <;4 70 I <;y Ti I o.l X:! 2 
:!f.J 1X 44 (J 44 .. , 0 4:'i :'iX (I 47 h4 I :'i l 71 I ;c;x 7k I 
::!X 12 I<) (I 17 46 (I \X "2 I) 41 :'iX I -IX M I 51 7l I .,., 
• I ,2t, 14 (I .n 41 (I '·' 47 (I 3,; 52 I -12 hO I 4t, 67 I :!6 2 I \(I I) 2~ 17 () ::?6 -II () 2'1 4(, (I \(, :'i4 () \lJ NI I 
1~ 17 ::~ () 10 \2 (I 21 11, (I 21 40 (I lO 49 (I 14 54 II 
24 12 21 II , .. :7 II 17 q (} i'I 1:'i (I 2:'i 42 0 29 49 II 
2.~ ., IK (I II .,2_l I) l.l 2h (I 14 ;!9 (I 20 I' , II 2-l 42 (I .,, ., 
1-l (I 8 lk (I l/ 2: (I 11 1., 0 J(, 11 (I l'I .1<, II 
21 .. II (I h l'i (J <, IX () lJ 20 II 1, ~h 0 l'i \(! (I 
20 -l lj (J -l II (I 'i 14 () t, H, () JO 21 () ,~ 24 II 
19 : 7 : I< ' II ' 11 7 17 10 211 Ii< 2 'i 2 (, 2 H 1 9 (, I 1 'i IX 
17 I 4 I • I 'i ' 7 -1 lJ (1 II -
lh I I I I I 4 : 'i 1 h ~ X 
l'i II : II : II 1 I I : -l I h 
1-l II : (I I () I I : I : I 1 , , II I II I II I II I I : I : 
1: 0 I 0 II I) (J II I II I () I 
II II (I 0 II (I 0 ll (I II (J II (l 
Ill II II II (I (I ti (I (I (I (I 0 (I 
McKenna & Kear 
Appendix 
Technical Aspects of the Elementary Reading Attitude Survey (continued) 
Reliability 
Cronhad1·, alpha. a ,ta11,11c JevclopcJ primarily lo mca,ur,· the internal con,1,1,·nl·) of at111uJc 
,.:ale, I Crnnha.:h. 11.)51 ). wa., cakulaleJ at ea,·h graJe level for hoth ,uh"'ak, and l1>r the i:omJl(,-.111: 
-..:or,·. lllC-c i:01:lfo:1ent, ranged from .74 to .81.} and arc prc,en1cd in Tahlc 2. 
It 1, mtcrc,ting that "-llh onl~ two cxi:eption,. cocllii:icnh were .80 or higher. nJC,e "-CfC for the 
rccrcallonal ,ub,cak at Grade, I and 2. It 1, pm,ibk that the ,tahilll} of} oung children\ alllluJ,·, 11>· 
\lard k1,urc rcaJmg grow, w 1th their JceoJing ahility and farniharil) wnh reaJmg a., a pa.,11mc. 
'Table 2 
Descriptive statistics and Internal consistency measures 
Rl·,reauonal Sub--.:ak A.:adc1111c Suh.....-ale l'ull Si.:ak I li >tal I 
·---------·-·~ 
(irade N M SD SM Alpha' M SD S.M Alpha M SD S,M Alph.1 
2518 •I.O q :!.lJ .74 101 h.8 .'.0 .81 (,).0 114 4 I 87 
2 2.974 10 , 'i 7 , ... _, 7K 28.8 h.7 2 9 .81 'i'I I 11 4 ' lj 8K 
• 1.1:'\1 \l) 0 'it, 25 80 278 1>.4 2.K .81 'i?>i 109 • 8 .8K 
4 1_t,7<J 2'1' 'i.M 2.4 in 2ti l/ h .. 1 2.h .K1 'ih 'i I I 0 • t, .89 
~ 3 .. 174 285 6.1 2.3 .81l 2:\.h I)_() 1.~ .1!2 :\4.1 l0.8 _It, .89 
t, 2.~2 27.lJ 6.2 , ' .M7 24.7 'i,8 ~.) 81 :'i2:'i 10.6 3.5 .89 
All 18.118 29.) :\.9 '.!.'i .82 27.3 h.6 2.7 .83 'it,_!, II. l .1. 7 89 
l'h,n"-lt...h-. Jlph.11Crooh.Kh , 0 ~,' 
\'alidity 
E, iJcocc: of i:on,truct , ahdit) wa., gathered h) ,e,eral mean,. For the rc.:rcational ,ull-,cak. '>ludent, 
in the national normmg group \\ere a,ked (al whether a puhlic hhraf) wa, a,ailahk h> th<:m an..l 
<hi whether th<..'} cum:ntl} haJ a libr..11) card. Tho~ to whom lihrane, \\ere .1,a1lahlc \lt.'fl' 1-Cparated tnlt> 
t'"' group, 11ho-.c "'nh and "nhout .:ard, I anJ tlicir re.:reationat ....:ore, "ere comparL·d CarJholder- haJ 
,1gnifkan1ly lugher (p < .ltll I rc.:reallonal "-'"re, (/11 = .~0.01 than non..:ardholJcr... !M = 21(41. e, 1dCll\:l' 
of the ,uh--.:ak', ,ahdny m that --.:ore, ,ancd prcdietahl} wnh an ou1,1de cnten,,n. 
A -.ci:ond ll''I ,·ompared ,1u,kn1, \\ho pre,ently had hook, i:hecked out from their ,i:h,,.,1 hhrnr) 
, cr-u, ,tudc:nh who did not. The eompam,on w;i-. limilc:d to duldren "ho,e teadwr- reponed not rL'· 
'-!uirmg thc:111 h> chc.:k llUl hoob. TI1e mean, of th,· tw,, group, ,ar1cd ,igmfti:antly I/'< .001 ). and 
duldren \lllh ho,.,k, dtl·ckcd ,,ut ,cored higlwr 1,\/ = 21.}_2} than tho...: \\ho had m1 hooks dw..:kl·d oul 
df = 2i .lJ 
A further te,t lll 1hc re.:rcallonal ,uh....-;1k ,·omparL·d ,tudent, who fL'P,>rtcd \\atdung an a\erag<' of 
k" than I hour pf tdc\l,1on per night wllh ,1uJL·n1' "'h1> rq>ort,·d ".11d11ng more than 2 hour, per 
night. The reercallonal mean li•r the It>\\ 1de, 1cwmg group (-~I .'.'i I ,1gn1firnntly C\<:eedcd Ip< .OOl I till· 
mL·an of th .. · l1L·a,} tek, ll'" mg gn,up 12K.6). Thu,. th<· amount of tck, 1,10n "at,hL·d , aneJ 1m L't ..... ·ly 
"1th ,hildn·n·, attitude, hmard rccreallonal reading. 
llll· , ahdll} of the ai:adcm11; ,uh,eale wa, 1e,teJ hy L'Xan11ning the rda11on,h1p ol "·ore, I<' read-
111g ah1l11y. Tc,i.:her- l·ategnn1ed norm-group d1ildrcn a, h,1,mg lo\\. a\ernge. or high o,erall reaJmg 
ah1hty. Mean ,uh'L·alc ,.:orL·, ol the l11gh-ah1hty rc.uler, (M = 27 7) ,1gnilicantly cx1:ec.kd the 111.·an of 
Measuring Attitude Toward Reading 
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Appendix 
Technical Aspects of the Elementary RNdlng Attitude survey (continued) 
low-at>1hl) n:adcr, tM = 27 .0. p < .00 I J. c, 1dcm:c 1ha1 ,con:, were n:Occt1H of hm\ 11k: ,tudcni- trul) 
felt ahout rca<ling for ;a.:adcnu, purpose,. 
l1k.' n:lat1on,h1p hetwccn !he ,uh,rnlc, "a, al,o mvc,11ga1c<l h ...,a, h) f">lhc,1 ✓1:<l that children·, 
a1111udi.·, h•"ard recreational and acadcmi.· rcadmr would he mo<kra1dy hu1 nol h1ghl) corn:lalc<l. 
Fa.:ihl) "'"h readml! 1, lildy to aff,:.:t tlk:,c tw" area, ,unilarl). rl·,ul1ing m ,1m1lar attitude -.:ore,. 
Nc,cnhch:,,. 11 1, ca,) 11, 1magmc childn:n prone lo read for plca,ur,· hut disenchanted "'ilh a,,,gncd 
refilling and children ac:a<lcmicall) engaJ!ed hut Mthoul mh:re,t m reading out,1<le of ,chool. nic mrer-
,uos.:ak corrcl.1IH•n n>ctfo:u:nl "a' ."4. which mean! lhal _1u,1 41 'k of 1hc ,anann: in one sci of ,._-ore, 
could he accoun1cd for O) 1h,: olhcr. h h rca,on;thlc lo ,uggc,1 1hat lhc t"o ,ul>,,.;alc,. "'lulc relale,I. 
alS1> n:ffccl d1"1milar faclor,-a de,iR·d outcomc 
To 1dl more prc,·1-cl) "helher the 1rait, nwa,ur.·d h) Ilic ,un-cy ..:orrc,ponded lo lhc t\\O ,ut>-
":alc,. factor anal)sc' "er,· ,·,inducr,:<l. 801h used 1hc un".:igh1cd lca,1 '(JUare, m,·thod of cx1rac1111n 
and a ,ar1max rntallon. The fiN anal)"' permuted fa,1or, 10 he idcnulicd lihcrnll) luMng a hmn 
e4ual lO Ilk: ,mallc,1 c1gemaluc grealer 1han I 1. Three fm.:h•rs \\ere idcnlllied. Of lhc IO 11cm, corn-
pn,ing !he ac:adcrni,· ,ut>s.:alc. 9 lua<led predominant I) nn a ,inglc fa,·10r while the 10th (ih.:m L•l 
loade,I ncarl) e4uall) on all three fa,tors. A ,econd fa,lor wa, donunat,·d I>) 7 11cm, of 1hc re.:rcalion-
al ,uhs.:ak. "hilc ., of the re..-rcatmnal item, H>. lJ. and I()) loadcd pnn.:ipall) on a third fa,·tor. llicM' 
llcnu, did. howe,er. load more hea, ii) on the sccond (recrcalional) fa.:h•r than on 1he fir-.t f acadcrni.: ). 
A -ccond anal)-.1' con,trnrncd tlic 1den11ficatinn of faclol'\ lo two. Tlu, lime. wnh one e1u;cp1ion. all 
11em, loaded clean!) on factor.. associated with the two suh,calc,. nic cx.:eptwn wa, Item U. "'hid1 
.:ould ha,e !,ccn interprek-<l a., a rccrea1i11nal item and thus apparcntl) imohcd a ,light amhiguil). 
Taken togc1hcr. lhc ra..:1or anal)...:, prndu.:ed c, iden.:c ex1rcmel) ,upponl\c of the claim thal the ,ur-
,e) ·, tw11 sull,-calcs rellcl'I discn:tc a.,pc.:ts of reading attitude. 









SCHOLASTIC READING INVENTORY LEXILE SCORES 
FOR GRADE LEVEL PERFORMANCE 
1 1 1 
Below Grade Level At Grade Level Above Grade Level 
99 and Below 100-299 300 and Above 
299 and Below 300-499 500 and Above 
499 and Below 500-599 600 and Above 
599 and Below 600-699 700 and Above 
699 and Below 700-799 800 and Above 
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APPENDIXC 
READERS ADVISORY QUESTIONS 
1. Have you ever read a book you really liked? What was the title or genre? What did you like 
about it? 
45 
2. What are your interests outside of school? If you could read about anything you wanted, what 
would it be? 
3. Does the size of the print matter to you? 
4. Do you have a favorite genre? Why? 
5. Do you like nonfiction or fiction better? Why? 
6. Do you have a favorite author? 
7. Do you have a friend who you would like to read a book with and have book discussions? 
Why? 
8. If you did not like a book. What about the book didn't you like? 
APPENDIXD 
INFORMAL CHECK IN QUESTIONS 
1. Are you enjoying the book? If not, what don't you like? 
2. Are you going to be ready for another book soon? 
If yes, do you want another book like this one? Why? 
If no, why? 
46 
